
Rimjhi� India� Men�
City Road, Winchester, United Kingdom

+441962868352 - http://www.rimjhimwinchester.com

Here you can find the menu of Rimjhim Indian in Winchester. At the moment, there are 18 meals and drinks on
the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Rimjhim Indian:

separate them vegan menu. good portion sizes. a lot of crooked. some of the rice and broth are also vegan, but
not on the vegan menu, but have to ask them. vegetables read more. You can use the WiFi of the place at no

extra cost, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. The premises on
site are accessible, and therefore no problem for visitors with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What User

doesn't like about Rimjhim Indian:
As is so often when using this app the orders a delayed and when you try to call the outlet they tell you its on the
way and then when it still hasn't arrived you get told driver just left rubbish service with no help or money of for

shocking service read more. If you want to spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The
original Asian fusion cuisine of the Rimjhim Indian from Winchester - a delicious combination of proven and the

unexpected, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian menus. Guests also value the application of traditional
Indian spices.
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Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
RICE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Goa� Curr�
GOAT CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

ONION

MEAT

COCONUT

SPINAT

VEGETABLES

GARLIC

CHEESE

VEGETABLES
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 12:00-14:30 17:30-22:30
Monday 12:00-14:30 17:30-23:00
Tuesday 12:00-14:30 17:30-23:00
Wednesday 12:00-14:30 17:30-
23:00
Thursday 12:00-14:30 17:30-23:00
Friday 12:00-14:30 17:30-22:30
Saturday 12:00-14:30 17:30-22:30
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